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Abstract 

 

The main part of this thesis describes results from protein engineering 
experiments, in which the catalytic activity of the enzyme human carbonic 
anhydrase II (HCAII) is engineered by mutagenesis. This enzyme, which catalyzes 
the interconversion between CO2 and HCO3- in the body, also has the ability to 
hydrolyze ester bonds. In one project, the specificity of HCAII towards a panel of 
para-nitrophenyl ester substrates, with acyl chain lengths ranging from one to five 
carbon atoms, was changed by enlarging the substrate binding hydrophobic 
pocket. A variant was identified that has highly increased specificity towards 
substrates with long acyl chains. The mutant V121A/V143A hydrolyzes pNPV, 
which has four carbon atoms in the acyl chain, with an efficiency that is increased 
by a factor of 3000 compared to HCAII. Further, transition state analogues (TSAs) 
were docked to HCAII and mutant variants, and the results were correlated to the 
results from kinetic measurements. This indicated that automated docking could 
be used to some extent to construct HCAII variants with a designed specificity. 
Using this approach, a HCAII mutant that can hydrolyze a model benzoate ester 
was created. Interestingly, the resulting variant V121A/V143A/T200A was found 
to be highly active with other ester substrates as well. For pNPA, a kcat/KM of 1*105 
M-1s-1 was achieved, which is the highest efficiency for hydrolysis of carboxylic 
acid esters reported for any HCAII variant. 

In another project, the strong affinity between the active site zinc ion and 
sulfonamide was used to achieve binding of a designed substrate. Thus, the 
natural Zn-OH- site of HCAII was not used for catalysis, but for substrate binding. 
The substrate contains a benzenesulfonamide part in one end, with a para-
nitrophenyl ester connected via a linker. The linker was chosen to ensure that the 
scissile bond is positioned close to His-64 and histidine residues introduced by 
mutagenesis in other positions. Using this approach, an enzyme was designed 
with a distinctly new two-histidine catalytic site for ester hydrolysis. The mutant, 
F131H/V135H, has a kcat/KM of approximately 14000 M-1s-1, which corresponds to 
a rate enhancement of 107 compared to a histidine mimic. 

Finally, results are reported on a project aimed at cloning and producing a 
putative carbonic anhydrase from the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum. The 
gene was cloned by PCR and the construct was overexpressed in E. coli. However, 
the resulting protein was not soluble, and initial attempts to refold it are also 
reported. 
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Sammanfattning 

 

I denna avhandling presenteras arbete utfört med enzymet humant 
karboanhydras II (HCAII). Enzymer är en typ av proteiner som accelererar 
(katalyserar) kemiska reaktioner, vilket är nödvändigt för allt levande. Den 
naturliga funktionen för HCAII är att katalysera omvandlingen av gasen koldioxid 
till vätekarbonat, som är löslig i vätska. Detta är viktigt bl.a. för att koldioxid som 
bildas i kroppen, och fraktas i blodet i form av vätekarbonat, skall hinna över till 
utandningsluften under den korta tid blodet är i lungorna.  

Proteiner består av aminosyror som länkats samman i en lång kedja, där varje 
aminosyra är en av de 20 naturliga aminosyratyperna. Ett proteins struktur och 
egenskaper bestäms av aminosyrasekvensen, som i sin tur bestäms av genen för 
just det proteinet. Med genteknik kan ett proteins gen ändras (muteras), så att 
aminosyrasekvensen ändras, och det har här utnyttjats för att förändra HCAIIs 
katalytiska egenskaper. Förutom dess naturliga funktion kan HCAII även klyva 
(hydrolysera) vissa estrar. Mutationer gjordes så att en ’ficka’ i HCAIIs struktur, 
där molekylerna (substraten) som skall klyvas binder, fick en större volym. På så 
sätt skapades varianter med en kraftigt ökad kapacitet för att hydrolysera långa 
estersubstrat jämfört med icke-muterat HCAII. Som en utveckling av detta projekt 
skapades en mutant av HCAII, som kan hydrolysera ett än mer skrymmande 
substrat.  

I ett annat projekt har en ny katalytisk aktivitet skapats i HCAII, som inte 
utnyttjar enzymets naturliga katalytiska förmåga. Ett nytt estersubstrat 
konstruerades, med en del som binder kraftigt till HCAII, så att en stark 
substratbindning erhölls. Sedan muterades vissa aminosyror till en reaktiv 
aminosyra som heter histidin. Valet av positioner för mutation baserades på en 
datormodell av enzymet med bundet substrat. Eftersom histidin kan delta i 
hydrolysreaktioner, får det muterade enzymet möjlighet att klyva substratet. Flera 
olika mutanter testades, och den effektivaste innehöll ett nära kopplat par av 
histidiner. Denna mutant undersöktes mer noggrannt, vilket gav viss information 
om den katalytiska mekanismen.  

Det långsiktiga målet med detta arbete är att konstruera muterade enzymer 
som kan klyva giftiga ämnen, eller användas vid framställning av kemikalier. Det 
finns behov av nya enzymer för olika typer av substrat, och att med rationella 
metoder skapa nya katalytiska aktiviteter i proteiner är ett svårt vetenskapligt 
problem som ännu är i ett tidigt utvecklingsskede.  
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Introduction 

 

 

During the work on which this thesis is based, my main focus of interest has 

been a class of biological molecules called enzymes. Proposed by Kühne in 1878, 

the word enzyme has a Greek root and means ‘in yeast’. The first recognition of an 

enzyme was made by Payen and Persoz in 1833. During the second half of the 19th 

century it was demonstrated, by van Manassein in 1871[1] and further by Buchner 

in 1897[2], that the process of fermentation could occur in a cell-free extract, and 

thus that it was dependent on chemical substances in the yeast cell rather than 

dependent on the living cell as such. From its historical context it is obvious that a 

defining feature of enzymes is that they are biological catalysts. Through the years 

it has been discovered that the absolute majority of enzymes are protein molecules, 

but catalysis can also be performed by other biological macromolecules, such as 

RNA molecules. Indeed, it is now known that the massive protein synthesizing 

machine known as the ribosome is dependent on one of its RNA components for 

catalysis of peptide bond formation.[3] However, the topic of this dissertation is 

protein enzymes. 

There are many different aims that can motivate the study of enzymes. 

Fundamental knowledge of how enzymes work is interesting in its own right, and 

it is vital for the understanding of how living organisms function. Also, enzyme 

function or loss of function is an essential part in the pathology of many diseases, 

and this information can be useful for improved medical practices, or development 

of new therapeutic strategies. Finally, the unique ability of enzymes to catalyze 

reactions with very high specificities can be exploited industrially as a synthetic 

tool in organic chemistry.  
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In the following two chapters a brief review is given, covering some important 

methodological tools and concepts for developing enzymes (chapter 1) with new 

and improved properties (chapter 2). The experimental system used in this study, 

the enzyme carbonic anhydrase, is introduced in chapter 3. My work on 

engineering the catalytic activity of this enzyme is presented in chapter 4 – 6. 

Chapter 4 is based on paper I and II, and covers my attempts to change the 

specificity of the ester hydrolysis activity of carbonic anhydrase. Chapter 5 is based 

on paper III and deals with the creation of a completely new activity in carbonic 

anhydrase. Chapter 6 describes a method that was developed for screening of 

mutant libraries of carbonic anhydrase. It is based on paper I. Finally, in chapter 7 

results from an ongoing project aimed at cloning and expressing carbonic 

anhydrase from the human malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum are presented. 

This chapter is based on paper IV.   
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1. Protein engineering of enzymes 

 

 

1.1 Proteins 

Proteins are linear polymeric molecules, with peptide residues as the basic 

building blocks. Peptide residues are made from amino acids, which are connected 

together by peptide bonds that link the carboxyl group of one amino acid to the 

amino group of the next. Amino acids differ from each other in the side chain 

group, which is connected to the α-carbon atom between the amino group and the 

carboxyl group. In natural proteins, 20 different amino acids are the main 

constituents.[4]  

Proteins differ in length and amino acid sequence, giving rise to a potentially 

extreme diversity in protein structure and function. However, protein function 

depends on a precisely determined, relatively stable, three dimensional form for 

each protein. Information about this form is contained in the one dimensional 

sequence of amino acids, and the form is achieved through the protein folding 

process. The native form of the protein must be accessible by folding of the 

unfolded polypeptide chain and sufficiently stable once formed. This places 

restrictions on the possible sequences, so that only a small subset of the protein 

sequence space is actually found in nature. 

The structural organization of a protein is usually described as consisting of 

four different levels. The first level, called the primary structure, is the sequence of 

amino acids. Usually, some stretches of amino acids in the primary structure tend 

to form local stable structures through hydrogen bonding interactions between 

groups in the peptide backbone. This is called the secondary structure, and 

contains elements such as α-helices and β-sheets. The tertiary structure is the 
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spatial organization of all amino acids, including those that are far apart in the 

primary structure, and defines the three dimensional structure of a polypeptide 

chain. Interactions between side chains participate in the forming of the tertiary 

structure. In some cases, pieces of secondary structure form a distinct constellation, 

so that this part of the tertiary structure forms more or less independently from 

other parts of the protein. This type of protein substructure is usually called a 

domain. Some proteins consist of more than one polypeptide chain. The large scale 

architecture of polypeptide chains that form a multimeric protein, is known as the 

quaternary structure, and the individual polypeptide chains are called subunits.[4]  

 

1.2 Methodologies for protein engineering of enzymes 

The relation between protein form and function, or structure and activity, is an 

important topic in biochemistry, where a lot of effort is put into structure 

determination of proteins. Several approaches for exploring the relation between 

form and function exist. The absolute majority of enzyme engineering work takes 

advantage of the possibility to clone a gene and incorporate mutations by 

molecular biological methods. This mutagenesis approach is a versatile tool for 

investigating how protein properties depend on the amino acid composition,[5] 

and it is known as protein engineering. It was pioneered by Winter and coworkers 

in the early 1980s, in a classic study of tyrosyl tRNA synthetase.[6] It is also the 

approach taken in the present work. Using protein engineering, the effects caused 

by alterations in the amino acid sequence of a protein can be studied, and changes 

in the properties of e.g. enzymes can be achieved. Some alterations destabilize the 

folded protein or block the correct folding pathway, and some alterations do not 

have much effect. There are generally also residues that are important for the fine 

tuning of protein parameters, without being critical for the structural integrity. By 

introducing variation in such positions the catalytic performance of an enzyme can 

be changed without destroying its ability to fold. 

Prior to the advent of recombinant technology and protein engineering, the 

only way to introduce changes in a protein was by introducing chemical 
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modifications.[7] It remains a valuable tool because it allows introduction of a 

wide variety of cofactors, with functionalities that can not be achieved by the 

naturally occurring amino acids. In addition to changing the properties of existing 

proteins, it is also possible to create completely new proteins. The de novo design 

of functional folded polypeptides is a critical test of the current understanding of 

the factors that determine folding and stability.[8, 9]  

Different methodologies can be distinguished in work on protein engineering 

of enzymes. They differ in the amount of structural and functional knowledge that 

is used in the design of experiments, and also in the use of randomization. Below, 

four different methodologies are described, although in practice the distinctions 

are not always so clear cut.  

 

1.2.1 Rational design  

In rational design, structural knowledge about the studied enzyme, together 

with general knowledge about proteins, is used to generate hypotheses of what 

alterations are likely to influence a certain property. Site directed mutagenesis can 

then be used to perform the chosen alterations. After expressing the enzyme, the 

hypothesis can be tested by assessing the property of interest.[10] A large amount 

of studies have been published, in which rational design has been applied to 

enzymes, ranging from early work on tRNA synthetase,[6] changes in coenzyme 

specificity of a dehydrogenase [11] to improving enantioselectivity of a lipase.[12] 

A drawback of rational design is that it requires a high degree of knowledge about 

the protein under study. Also, the effect of a mutation is difficult to predict, and 

therefore it is unlikely that potential complementary mutations in multiple 

positions will be considered.[13] 

 

1.2.2 Directed evolution  

Another common methodology for enzyme engineering is based on random 

alterations. Starting from one or many protein genes, a library of variants is 
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created in one of several ways, e.g. error prone PCR or gene shuffling. Successful 

variants can then be isolated with respect to the desired property. In some studies, 

this procedure of randomizing the gene followed by isolation of successful 

variants is repeated more than once, basing later generations on the successful 

variants from the prior round. This procedure is often referred to as directed 

evolution or in vitro evolution, because of its resemblance to the natural process of 

evolution by natural selection.[14-16] Several examples of directed evolution are 

described in section 1.3. There are some drawbacks of directed evolution, e.g. for 

some enzymatic activities it might be difficult to find sufficiently efficient 

screening or selection systems.[13]  

  

1.2.3 Semi-rational design 

As described above, both rational design and directed evolution of enzymes 

have their limitations. A way to circumvent these problems is to combine the 

rational choice of positions for mutagenesis, with the combinatorial power of 

directed evolution, an approach that is termed semi-rational design. In this 

approach, structural and functional information is used to guide the choice of 

positions to be randomized, increasing the proportion of variants in a library that 

have alterations in positions that can be expected to be important for catalysis.[13] 

In a study of the enantioselectivity of ester hydrolysis by Pseudomonas fluorescens 

esterase, it was found that saturation mutagenesis of active site residues was a 

more effective method than random mutagenesis to find variants with increased E-

values, and the best variants had higher enantioselectivities than those found by 

random mutagenesis in an earlier study.[17, 18] It was suggested that mutations 

close to the substrate binding site is often better, but distant sites are more likely to 

be found by fully random methods.[17] Similarly, randomization of pairs of 

residues in the active site was used to expand the substrate range for a lipase from 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, yielding variants with greatly increased activity for 

various bulky substrates.[19] It was found that combinations of the identified 

mutations yielded variants with still better enantioselectivities and higher 
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activities.[20] By creating small targeted libraries, it becomes possible to screen 

enough variants to cover most of the variation. In cases when no good high-

throughput screening method is available, this is particularly valuable.  

An interesting recent development is the use of multivariate statistical tools to 

guide the search of sequence space in enzyme engineering studies.[21-23] By 

determining the sequence and catalytic properties of a relatively small number of 

library variants, the impact of individual mutations can be analyzed, and positive 

mutations chosen to be propagated in a secondary library. This approach takes 

advantage of the structure-activity information that is present in the screened 

library diversity. Using this method, an enzyme was improved so that it fulfilled 

the requirements for use in an industrial process, resulting in a variant with 4000-

fold increased productivity.[24]  

 

1.2.4 Computational design  

Structure-based computational design techniques can be used to construct 

enzyme variants with new or improved activities. A computational approach has 

been used successfully to introduce a histidine based active site for ester 

hydrolysis into a protein scaffold. This was accomplished by scanning the protein 

with a high energy intermediate for the reaction between a histidine and the 

substrate. For each position that was evaluated, the surrounding residues were 

allowed to change into alanine, so that the transition state of the reaction could be 

accommodated.[25] In another study, an algorithm was used to screen a library in 

which residues close to the active site were randomized. The initially very large 

library was computationally evaluated, by energy calculations, and a subset was 

selected by choosing mutations that were not disruptive to the protein structure. In 

this way, a pre-screen was performed, and the results were used to create a library 

of a size that could be handled experimentally. The strategy yielded a variant of β-

lactamase with improved hydrolysis activity with cefotaxime.[26] Computational 

design has also been used to convert a ribose-binding protein into a triose 

phosphate isomerase. First, a combinatorial search of a potential substrate binding 
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cavity was performed, to identify positions that would allow placement of 

catalytic residues in a suitable geometric relation to each other and to the substrate. 

Second, the surrounding residues were computationally varied so that a 

complementary surface was formed. Using this method, biologically active 

variants, containing 18-22 mutations, were identified.[27] 

 

1.3 Technologies for isolation of successful enzyme variants 

Generally, a screening method or a selection regime is applied to a library to 

isolate successful enzyme variants, for which the property of interest has changed 

in the desired direction. In selection methods (e.g. phage display and selection in 

living cells), the variants are exposed simultaneously to selective conditions, such 

that only variants with the desired properties are retained. In screening methods, 

individual variants are tested, and successful ones are isolated. In both screening 

and selection schemes, it is essential that the gene and its gene product are 

somehow linked, so that a successful protein variant can be traced back to the gene 

that encodes it. This link can be a direct physical link, as in display techniques, or 

an indirect link, achieved by compartmentalization, as in screening of clones in 

multi-well plates or selection in living cells.  

Isolation of mutant enzyme variants with a desired catalytic activity from a 

library of variants is in some ways more challenging, than isolating proteins based 

on binding interactions, e.g. antibody fragments. The reason is that efficient 

catalytic activity is not straightforwardly translated into binding interactions. 

Here, some technologies for isolating enzyme variants from libraries will be 

reviewed. 

 

1.3.1 Display methods 

The most common of the display methods is phage display, but other formats 

such as ribosome and cell surface display of enzymes can also be used.[28, 29] 

Phage display technology, in which a protein or a peptide fragment is positioned 
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on the surface of a bacteriophage, was pioneered in the 1980´s by Smith.[30] It 

exploits the fact that a gene fragment that is fused to a gene encoding a phage coat 

protein will be expressed, as a fusion protein which is ‘displayed’ on the surface of 

the phage particle. Since the phage particle contains the gene for the displayed 

fragment, there is a direct physical link between the gene and the gene product, 

allowing for phage display selection experiments. Selection for catalytic activity of 

phage displayed enzymes is complicated, since it requires a correlation between 

catalytic efficiency and binding properties. Several approaches have been 

presented to solve this problem. One such solution is to use a transition state 

analogue for a reaction, and select variants that are capable of binding this 

structure.[31] Other approaches address catalytic reactivity directly. Several 

selection systems have been presented that use mechanism based inhibitors and 

suicide substrates, in which the catalyzed reaction produces a reactive agent that 

covalently traps the active phage displayed enzyme.[32-36] A more general 

approach, that directly selects for turnover, is based on capture of enzyme-phage 

particles that are linked to product. The substrate is attached to the phage particle, 

so that the displayed enzyme can react with it. Separation of active enzyme-phage 

variants can be done either by retaining inactive variants on the solid support 

while eluting active variants,[37] or by retaining active variants, e.g. by a product 

specific antibody.[38-41] 

 

1.3.2 Selection in living cells  

Selection of active enzyme variants can be achieved by coupling the activity of 

the enzyme to survival of the cell in which it is expressed. The cell is a natural 

compartment in which the reaction is allowed to take place, and selection occurs 

by classic Darwinian principles. In a fascinating study, an enzyme active site was 

transplanted between two enzymes that share the same fold, but have different 

activities. The engineered enzyme was designed by a combination of rational 

design and random mutagenesis followed by recombination. A strain of E. coli, 

that is auxotrophic for tryptophan, was used for successful in vivo selection of 
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mutant variants that were able to complement the non-functional biosynthetic 

pathway.[42] The strategy of selection based on cell survival has two main 

limitations. First, it restricts the selected activities to those that can be coupled to 

the ability of the cell to grow and divide. Second, the strong selection pressure is 

focused on cell survival, and not explicitly on the engineered enzymatic activity. 

Consequently, cells may find other ways to survive, e.g. by natural mutation in an 

endogenous protein. 

 

1.3.3 High throughput screening 

In a library screening experiment, a large number of individual variants are 

tested and successful ones are isolated, and the probability of finding successful 

variants is therefore dependent on efficient screening. A common screening 

method is to grow clones in multi-well plates, and screen bacterial lysates for 

activity.[43, 44] Another interesting alternative is to screen clones on a solid phase. 

An advantage of this is that it can be used for problematic substrates, such as 

polymers. High efficiency has been reported for a solid phase screening method, in 

which digital imaging spectroscopy was used, with a capacity for screening of 

80000 mutants per day of a galactose oxidase enzyme.[45] Fluorescence-activated 

cell sorting (FACS) has also been applied to high-throughput screening of enzyme 

libraries. Active variants of a serine protease, displayed on the cell surface of E. 

coli, have been isolated based on their capacity to cleave a substrate. Hydrolysis of 

the scissile bond removed a fluorescence quencher from the cell surface, allowing 

detection of active enzyme variants by fluorescence.[29] FACS was also used to 

screen a library of phosphotriesterase mutants, which were in vitro 

compartmentalized using a water-in-oil emulsion. Microbeads in aqueous 

compartments were coupled to the gene and the resulting enzyme. Reaction by 

active enzymes resulted in coupling of product to the bead, so that beads carrying 

an active enzyme were decorated with product. Using a fluorescently labeled anti-

product antibody, beads with active enzymes could be sorted by FACS, yielding a 

highly active variant.[46]  
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2. Optimization of enzymes 

 

 

2.1 Enzyme catalysis 

By definition, catalysis involves the acceleration of a reaction by a species, the 

catalyst, which is not consumed in the reaction. Increasing the rate of a reaction by 

catalysis requires either lowering of the transition state energy, or increasing the 

transmission coefficient of the reaction. In general, the former mechanism is most 

important in enzyme catalysis.[47] Pauling suggested that enzymes accomplish the 

catalysis of reactions by being complementary in structure to the activated 

complex of the reaction, which is similar to the modern concept of the transition 

state, rather than actively participating in the chemical reactions.[48] This implies 

that enzymes use non covalent binding energy to achieve the differential binding 

of the transition state compared to the initial state. Enzymes can also lower the 

transition state energy by using covalent binding energy, and thereby participate 

in the chemical reaction. It has been suggested that the majority of highly 

proficient enzymes use covalent binding energy for catalysis.[49] While the 

transition state energy is lowered in covalent catalysis, the actual structure of the 

transition state of the reaction can be different from the reaction in solution. In this 

case, the presence of an enzyme opens an alternative route for the reaction to 

proceed.  

 

2.2 Industrial applications of enzymes 

The natural function of enzymes is to catalyze reactions that occur inside and 

outside of cells in organisms. Through evolution, the enzymatic parameters have 
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been tuned to closely fit the environment in which the enzymes are situated. 

However, enzymes can also be used for industrial biotransformations, in which 

they convert substrates that may not be involved in the enzyme’s natural 

processes.  It has also been recognized that many enzymes, in addition to being 

able to react with many different substrates, also have the capacity to catalyze 

more than one type of reaction. [50, 51] These aspects of enzymes can be exploited 

in the industrial production of fine chemicals. The occurrence of enzymatic steps in 

industrial processes is increasing, and although the number of industrial 

applications of enzymes is still limited, it is expected to grow further.[52, 53] 

Hydrolases are involved in a large proportion of the industrial 

biotransformations.[52] The hydrolysis reactions catalyzed, e.g. the kinetic 

resolution of racemates and enzymatic removal of protecting groups, frequently 

involve ester bonds, and the commonly used enzyme classes are proteases, lipases 

and esterases.[54] Other areas of industrial application for hydrolases beside the 

chemical industry include production of food and beverages, as well as the 

pharmaceutical and agricultural industries.[55] A well-known application of 

hydrolytic enzymes is to improve the performance of detergents, by hydrolyzing 

e.g. proteinaceous and greasy stains.[56] Preprocessing by lipases can be used to 

improve biodegradation of wastewater with high levels of oil and grease, from 

industries such as dairies,[57] potentially leading to increased yield of biogas 

production from such organic material.[58] 

 

2.3 Optimizing enzyme properties for industrial applications 

The search for a suitable enzyme catalyst for a particular biocatalytic operation 

can be difficult and time-consuming. It might therefore be desirable to alter the 

properties of a previously used and well-known enzyme. Protein engineering 

allows the designer of a biocatalytic system to reverse the standard procedure, 

which includes first choosing an enzyme and then trying to fit the parameters of 

the overall process to the requirements of the enzyme, so that instead the enzyme 

is changed to fit the process parameters.[59] 
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 A variety of properties are of interest for optimization by protein engineering, 

depending on the intended application of the enzyme. Improvement of protein 

stability is important for enzymes which are intended for use in industrial 

processes, since it will prolong the half life of the protein. Another important set of 

parameters is the optimal working conditions for the enzyme, including optimum 

pH, temperature, salts and solvent polarity. These parameters can all be altered 

using techniques of protein engineering.[14, 59] 

The most important requirement is that the catalytic performance of the 

enzyme is well matched to the desired reactions in the bioprocess. This includes 

both reaction and substrate specificity of the enzyme, and much work is devoted 

to the problem of engineering these parameters.[60, 61] An increased enzyme 

activity means that more reaction products can be produced per enzyme unit in a 

given time interval, which has obvious economic implications for industrial 

processes. Good enantioselectivity is essential for the production of chiral products 

intended for drug use, since different stereoisomers can have widely different 

biological properties.[62] Redesigning an enzyme to achieve suitable catalysis can 

in principle be done in two ways, either by augmenting the existing activity of an 

enzyme or by creating a new activity in a protein.[63, 64] Penning and Jez calls the 

creation of new catalytic activities in enzymes the ‘Holy grail’ of enzyme 

redesign.[63] These authors mention a few general strategies that can be employed 

to achieve this, such as diverting a covalent intermediate in a new direction, 

optimizing side reactions, modifying the active site to participate in an alternative 

reaction mechanism and inserting a catalytic activity in a ligand binding site. 

  

2.4 Indicators of enzyme efficiency 

Enzymes are widely known for their spectacular catalytic powers. Their ability 

to catalyze a reaction can be evaluated and compared in many different ways. In 

this section, some of the relevant expressions for catalytic competence are 

summarized. 
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Efficiency and specificity 

For a single substrate enzyme catalyzed reaction, the standard Michaelis 

Menten equation for the reaction rate can be formulated as:  

v = (kcat / KM) * [E] * [S],      (equation 2.1) 

in which [E] and [S] are the free enzyme and substrate concentrations, 

respectively.[65] At low substrate concentrations (so that [S]<<KM), [E] is equal to 

the total enzyme concentration, and the term kcat/KM is formally equivalent to a 

second order rate constant for the reaction. This rate constant is limited by the 

diffusion rate of the participating species. The diffusion limited rate constant for 

enzymes is estimated to be around 1*108 M-1s-1. At this maximal rate, every 

encounter between enzyme and substrate is productive. Therefore, the value of the 

kcat/KM term for an enzyme is an indication of its efficiency. From an evolutionary 

perspective, enzymes that approach the diffusion limit in their efficiency are 

kinetically perfect, since further gains in efficiency can only come through 

increases in the diffusion rate.[65] 

Specificity, understood as the discrimination between substrates that compete 

for the same active site, is determined by the ratio of reaction rates for the 

competing substrates. Thus, it can be seen from equation 2.1 that the 

discrimination between two substrates will be determined by the ratio: 

(kcat/KM)substrate 1 / (kcat/KM)substrate 2. Therefore, kcat/KM is sometimes called the 

specificity constant.  

 

Rate enhancement 

Enzymes catalyze most of the reactions in living organisms, and therefore they 

control the flow of materials and energy in the complex network of reactions that 

constitutes life. In the absence of enzymes, some of these reactions are exceedingly 

slow. An estimate of the half-time for the hydrolysis of a peptide bond in the 

absence of enzymes is around 400 years at room temperature. Other reactions are 

fast, e.g. the half-life for the hydration of carbon dioxide is around 5 s. However, 
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the catalyzed rate constants (kcat) for most reactions show much less divergence as 

most of them fall between 102 -103 s-1.[66]  

A measure of the rate enhancement performed by an enzyme is obtained by 

comparing the rate constant for a catalyzed reaction to the rate constant for the 

corresponding non-catalyzed reaction, giving the ratio (kcat/knon). While the rate 

constants for catalyzed reactions occupy a relatively narrow range, there is a great 

spread in the rate enhancement between enzymes.[66] Thus, the rate enhancement 

is an interesting indicator of the extent of catalysis that an enzyme performs. As an 

extreme example, the decarboxylation of orotic acid has an estimated half-time of 

78 million years, and is efficiently catalyzed by orotidine 5’-phosphate 

decarboxylase, with a rate enhancement of 1017.[67]  

Interesting information can also come from the ratio between second order rate 

constants. The impact of having catalytic groups positioned in a well-defined 

protein environment can be seen, by comparing the reaction rate to that achieved 

by the catalytic groups in solution.[68] 

 

Proficiency 

As dicussed, rate enhancement is achieved by lowering the transition state 

energy for the reaction. Therefore, an efficient enzyme has a high affinity for the 

transition state. In a dilute solution, it is expected that the formal dissociation 

constant of the substrate in the transition state is lower than the dissociation 

constant of the ground state structure (KM). The factor between the two 

dissociation constants should be the same as the ratio between the rate constants 

for the catalyzed reaction (kcat) and the non-catalyzed reaction (knon). Hence, the 

formal dissociation constant for the transition state is equal to KM * (knon / kcat). 

This is equal to knon divided by the specificity constant, and is called the 

proficiency of the enzyme.[66]  
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3. Carbonic anhydrase: the model enzyme 

 

 

3.1 Carbonic anhydrase diversity 

Since the discovery in 1933 of carbonic anhydrase (CA; carbonate hydro-lyase, 

EC 4.2.1.1) in mammalian erythrocytes,[69, 70] this very common zinc enzyme [71] 

has been found in virtually all living organisms that have been tested for its 

presence. There are at least three independently evolved classes of carbonic 

anhydrase, known as α-, β- and γ-CA.[72] The existence of a fourth class, δ-CA, 

has also been suggested.[73] All mammals, including humans, have α-type CA. In 

mammals, 16 different isozymes have been identified, and there are at least ten 

active human isozymes, of which four are cytoplasmic, two are mitochondrial, and 

four are membrane bound.[74] The most studied isozyme is human carbonic 

anhydrase II (HCA II), which is found in many different tissue types, including 

erythrocytes. Erythrocytes also contain large amounts of HCA I.[75] 

 

3.2 Structure of HCAII 

The crystal structure for HCA II, the isozyme used in the work for this thesis, 

has been determined to high resolution (see figure 3.1).[76-78] It is an almost 

spherical monomer of 259 amino acids, with no disulfide bonds. Its dimensions are 

roughly 50 * 40 * 40 Å3. The molecule is divided into two halves by a large, 10-

stranded, twisted β-sheet. On both sides there are some short α-helices. The amino 

terminal part of the polypeptide chain is loosely associated to the rest of the 

molecule, which consists more or less of one domain. 
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The active site is situated in a large conical cleft, approximately 15 Å deep. At 

the bottom of the cleft, a zinc ion is coordinated by three histidine residues. A 

water molecule with a pKa of approximately 7 completes the tetrahedral 

coordination geometry around the zinc ion.[79] Hydrogen bonds to an outer shell 

of residues are involved in positioning the zinc ligand. 

 

Figure 3.1: Structure of HCAII. The active site contains a zinc ion (yellow), coordinated to 
three histidine residues and a water molecule with pKa 7. A histidine (His-64) at the edge 
of the active site cavity functions as a proton shuttle. Pdb accession code 2cba.[78] 

 

3.3 Carbonic anhydrase activity 

Carbonic anhydrase catalyzes the reversible hydration of carbon dioxide: CO2 + 

H2O ↔ HCO3- + H+. The catalytic reaction contains two steps. In the first step, the 

substrate carbon dioxide is subjected to a nucleophilic attack by the zinc-

coordinated hydroxide ion. A water molecule from the bulk solvent displaces the 

resulting metal-bound HCO3- ion. In the second step, a proton from the zinc-
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bound water molecule is transferred to the surrounding buffer medium via His-64, 

which acts as a proton shuttle group (see figure 3.1).[80, 81] The catalyzed reaction 

between CA and CO2 is exceedingly fast. In fact, HCAII has one of the largest kcat 

values known (1.4 *106 s-1), and with a kcat/KM value of 1.5 *108 M-1s-1, this enzyme 

operates close to the limit set by the rate of diffusion.[65, 82]  

For a long time, it was believed that carbonic anhydrase exhibited absolute 

specificity, i.e. that it would only catalyze the interconversion between CO2 and 

HCO3-. However, in the 1960s it was discovered that the enzyme also catalyzes 

hydration of various aldehydes [83, 84] as well as hydrolysis of esters.[85-88] 

Recently, the catalytic versatility of carbonic anhydrase has been further expanded, 

as manganese substituted carbonic anhydrase has been shown to display 

peroxidase and epoxide synthase activities.[89, 90] In chapter 4, the HCAII esterase 

activity is further examined, and the methods of protein engineering are used to 

change the substrate specificity and catalytic efficiency of the reaction. 

 

3.5 Binding of sulfonamide inhibitors 

It has been known since the 1940s that sulfonamides are potent inhibitors of 

carbonic anhydrase.[91] This property has been exploited for medical purposes, 

e.g. in the treatment of glaucoma with the sulfonamide drug acetazolamide. 

Crystal structures and UV spectroscopy have revealed that the sulfonamide group 

binds directly to the zinc ion with the negatively charged nitrogen atom.[76, 92] It 

has been suggested that the high affinity between sulfonamides and carbonic 

anhydrase might be explained by the similarity between the bound complex and 

the transition state for the CO2 hydration reaction.[93] In chapter 5, the strong and 

well-defined binding of sulfonamide molecules with a substituted benzene group 

is used to provide binding for a designed ester substrate. By introducing catalytic 

residues into HCAII, a new enzyme substrate system is created that is completely 

independent of the natural catalytic activity of HCAII.  
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Substrate structures 
 

 

 

 

 

pNPA (para-nitrophenyl acetate)    oNPA (ortho-nitrophenyl acetate) 

 

  

 

 

 

pNPP (para-nitrophenyl propionate)    pNPBenzo (para-nitrophenyl benzoate)    

 

 

 

 

 

pNPB (para-nitrophenyl butyrate)       

           

                  cocaine 

      

 

 

pNPV (para-nitrophenyl valerate)   

 

 

 

 

 

pNPC (para-nitrophenyl caproate)    pNPSA (4-sulfamoyl(benzoylamino)  

acetic acid para-nitrophenyl ester) 
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4. Redesigning the HCAII esterase activity (paper I, II) 

 

 

4.1 Carbonic anhydrase is an esterase 

It has been known for 45 years that carbonic anhydrase is capable of catalyzing 

the hydrolysis of esters. This was first demonstrated with 1-naphtyl acetate.[85, 94] 

Hydrolysis of acetate esters containing various aromatic alcohol groups have been 

investigated, such as nitrophenyl [86-88] and other substituted phenols.[95] 

Hydrolysis of other types of substrates has been performed as well, e.g. pyruvate 

esters [96] and 2-hydroxy-5-nitro-α-toluenesulfonic acid sultone.[97]  

 

4.2 Substrate specificity of the HCAII esterase activity 

The various ester substrates are hydrolyzed with different efficiencies by 

carbonic anhydrase, depending on their structure. In part, this is a consequence of 

the difference in inherent stability of the ester bond in the substrates. For example, 

para-nitrophenyl esters are activated compared to meta-nitrophenyl esters, 

because of different pKa-values for the leaving groups. Therefore higher 

efficiencies can be expected for para-nitrophenyl ester hydrolysis. More 

interesting, from an enzyme engineering perspective, is the substrate selectivity 

that is caused by differences in the interaction between the enzyme active site and 

the substrate molecule. This specificity can be augmented by the methods of 

protein engineering. 

Earlier studies have shown that bovine carbonic anhydrase (BCA) catalyzes the 

hydrolysis of para-nitrophenyl esters with different efficiencies depending on the 

structure of the acyl part of the substrate. Ester substrates with long and bulky acyl 
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groups are hydrolyzed less efficiently than smaller substrates.[86, 98] We have 

measured the activity of HCAII for hydrolysis of an isologous series of aliphatic 

para-nitrophenyl esters differing in the length of the acyl chain (from one to five 

carbon atoms): para-nitrophenyl acetate (pNPA), para-nitrophenyl propionate 

(pNPP), para-nitrophenyl butyrate (pNPB), para-nitrophenyl valerate (pNPV) and 

para-nitrophenyl caproate (pNPC). The structures for all substrates are shown on 

page 20. The pattern of specificity for HCAII was similar to the bovine enzyme, 

with the highest catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) for pNPA, and steadily decreasing 

efficiencies for longer substrates (see table 4.1). 

The carbonic anhydrase esterase activity also displays substrate selectivity with 

respect to the alcohol part of the substrate. Both BCA and HCAII hydrolyze pNPA 

more efficiently than ortho-nitrophenyl acetate (oNPA), while HCAI is more 

efficient with oNPA than pNPA.[86, 88] These substrates have similar pKa values 

for the corresponding nitrophenol group, and it is therefore not expected that the 

enzymes display activity differences based on differences in ester bond stability. 

The presence of substrate recognition based on both the acyl part and the 

alcohol part of the substrate suggest the possibility of engineering HCAII variants 

with selectivity for a variety of different substrates. Design of enzyme variants 

with the ability to discriminate between stereoisomers of a substrate is a desirable 

goal.  

 

4.3 Increasing activity and specificity for long chain esters 

It is likely that the aliphatic ester substrates bind to the so-called hydrophobic 

pocket, an area of the active site that is dominated by hydrophobic residues. This 

area is composed of the residues Val-121, Val-143, Leu-198 and Trp-209 in 

HCAII.[77] It is known that mutations in these positions affect the rate of 

hydrolysis of pNPA,[99-102] and that replacement of Val-143 with alanine or 

glycine results in increased efficiency of pNPP hydrolysis.[103]  

Variants with altered specificity with respect to the alcohol part of the substrate 

have also been found. For example, the mutant T200G is 6 times more efficient 
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with oNPA than with pNPA, while the wild type of HCAII is 23 times more 

efficient with pNPA than oNPA.[103] The activity for 2-naphthyl acetate has been 

increased by a factor of 40 in the mutant A65V/D110N/T200A, created by directed 

evolution. In this variant, the pNPA activity was also increased, to a lesser 

degree.[104]  

 

4.3.1 Alanine scanning of three hydrophobic pocket residues 

With the aim of creating HCAII variants that selectively hydrolyze ester 

substrates with long acyl chains, the residues Val-121, Val-143 and Leu-198 were 

mutated into alanine residues. Since alanine has a smaller side chain than the wild 

type residues, this is expected to enlarge the cavity and modulate the shape of the 

hydrophobic pocket. This might allow longer substrates to be accommodated in a 

catalytically productive way. By combining alanine mutations, a small library of 7 

mutant variants was created, comprising all single and double mutants as well as 

the triple mutant. A 96-well plate screening assay was developed (see chapter 6), 

and used to screen the library for variants with increased specificity for substrates 

with long acyl chains. We found that the variants V143A and V121A/V143A had 

an increased efficiency for long substrates compared to pNPA, and therefore these 

variants were selected for detailed kinetic measurements. Wild type HCAII and 

V121A were also included, to allow us to distinguish the contributions of the 

individual mutations.  

 

4.3.2 Increased specificity for esters with long acyl chains 

The resulting kcat/KM values from the kinetic measurements are presented in 

table 4.1. As discussed in section 2.4, specificity is defined by the relative 

efficiencies (the ratio between kcat/KM values) for the reactions of an enzyme with 

two different substrates. Assuming that [S] << KM (i.e. that the enzyme is far from 

saturation at the substrate concentration used), kcat/KM is equal to the apparent 

second order rate constant (kenz) for the reaction, calculated from the equation: 
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Table 4.1: Activities for HCAII variants a 

a The measurements were carried out at 25 ˚C, pH 8.5. The apparent second order 
rate constants (kenz = kcat/KM), expressed in M-1s-1, are presented with a 95 % 
confidence interval based on triplicate measurements.  

 

V0 = kenz * [E]0 * [S]0 , 

in which [E]0 is the total enzyme concentration, [S]0 is the total initial substrate 

concentration and V0 is the initial enzyme catalyzed reaction rate. The assumption 

that [S] << KM was examined for the most active variants, and found to be valid in 

most cases. However, kcat/KM for V121A/V143A with pNPB and pNPV are 

calculated from a Michaelis Menten analysis (see below, section 4.3.3), because the 

[S] << KM assumption was not satisfied under the experimental conditions used. 

It can be seen (table 4.1) that the variants V143A and V121A/V143A have 

activity patterns that are very different from the wild type. V143A has a kcat/KM 

maximum for pNPP, which is hydrolyzed 20 times more efficiently than pNPA. 

V121A/V143A has a maximum for pNPV, which is hydrolyzed 6 times more 

efficiently than pNPA. V121A has a similar pattern of efficiencies as HCAII, with a 

maximum for pNPA. These results represent dramatic changes in specificity. For 

example, pNPA is hydrolyzed at least 500 times more efficiently than pNPV by 

HCAII. Thus, the specificity for pNPV has changed by a factor of more than 3000 

between wild type HCAII and V121A/V143A. 

It is interesting to compare the values of kcat/KM for the mutants with the 

kcat/KM values for the wild type. In this analysis, the level of rate enhancement that 

is obtained from the individual mutations becomes clear, giving a better 

understanding of the observed specificity changes. In table 4.2, the relative 

 pNPA pNPP pNPB pNPV pNPC 

HCAIIpwt 2080 ± 60 516 ± 9 47 ± 2 3.2 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 1.4 

V121A 472 ± 5 88 ± 1 14.6 ± 0.4 13.6 ± 0.3 10.4 ± 1.7 

V143A 650 ± 20 13900 ± 550 2710 ± 140 800 ± 30 41 ± 6 

V121A/V143A 1550 ± 30 1820 ± 60 2790 ± 180 13740 ± 560 2180 ± 140 
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efficiencies are shown for the mutants. For each substrate, the value of kcat/KM for 

the mutants are compared to the wild type value. It can be seen that all three 

mutants are less efficient for pNPA hydrolysis than the wild type. In addition, 

V121A is less efficient for pNPP and pNPB as well. This indicates that the side 

chain of Val-121 contributes positive interactions with these three substrates, while 

it is a steric hindrance for the interaction with pNPV and pNPC. Val-143 interact 

positively with pNPA, and is a steric hindrance for all substrates longer than 

pNPA, since kcat/KM for each substrate is larger for V143A than for the wild type. 

Thus the side chains of both Val-121 and Val-143 have a negative effect on the 

hydrolysis of pNPV and pNPC. In V121A/V143A both of these obstacles are 

removed, and consequently the kcat/KM value is increased dramatically for these 

substrates compared to the wild type.   

 

Table 4.2: Relative efficiencies of mutants compared to HCAIIpwt a 

 V121A V143A V121A/V143A 

pNPA 0.227 ± 0.004 0.310 ± 0.006 0.747 ± 0.013 

pNPP 0.170 ± 0.002 27.0 ± 0.5 3.54 ± 0.06 

pNPB 0.312 ± 0.009 58 ± 2 53 ± 1 

pNPV 4.4 ± 0.4 258 ± 24 3150 ± 290 

pNPC 13 ± 9 52 ± 35 2800 ± 1800 

a For each substrate, the ratio of the apparent second order rate constant for each 
mutant and HCAIIpwt is shown. Mean values and 95 % confidence intervals are 
given, based on the range of possible ratios that can be calculated using the three 
individual samples measured for each substrate. 

 

4.3.3 Increased substrate affinity 

The results in table 4.1 indicate that the increased catalytic efficiencies obtained 

with the mutants are due to both removal of negative interactions and addition of 

positive interactions. If only removal of negative steric interactions were involved, 

it would be expected that e.g. pNPB should be hydrolyzed with a similar efficiency 
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as pNPV by V121A/V143A, since the substrate binding cavity size required for 

pNPV would be sufficient also for pNPB.  

It is not possible to determine from the results in table 4.1 and table 4.2 if the 

additional positive interactions are manifested in higher values of kcat or lower 

values of KM. The values of the individual Michaelis Menten parameters can be 

determined by measuring the reaction rates with many different substrate 

concentrations. However, the highest substrate concentrations that can be achieved 

with the ester substrates used are well below KM for carbonic anhydrase,[86] 

making it difficult to accurately determine KM. As a consequence, KM can only be 

determined for HCAII mutants if they have significantly increased substrate 

affinity, i.e. if KM is much lower than for wild type HCAII.  

Experiments were performed with V143A and V121A/V143A for the most 

efficient substrates. It was only possible to determine KM for V121A/V143A using 

the substrates pNPB (2.0 ± 0.9 mM) and pNPV (0.65 ± 0.09 mM). These results 

support the assumption that [S]<<KM for the experimental conditions used for 

kinetic measurements, except for the hydrolysis of pNPB and pNPV by 

V121A/V143A, for which kcat/KM were calculated from the Micahelis Menten 

analysis. Interestingly, the affinity for pNPV is stronger than for pNPB by a factor 

of 3, and pNPV is hydrolyzed approximately 5 times more efficiently than pNPB. 

Clearly, the high efficiencies with these substrates for V121A/V143A are at least in 

part caused by stronger substrate binding. It also seems that the higher activity 

with pNPV might be due to stronger affinity for this substrate compared to pNPB.  

 

4.3.5 Docking experiments to probe transition state stabilization  

The value of kcat/KM is related to the amount of stabilization of the transition 

state that occurs as the reaction proceeds. Thus, it is expected that the observed 

efficiencies (kcat/KM) in table 4.1 are correlated to the binding of the transition state 

for the hydrolysis reactions. We have examined this by docking transition state 

analogues (TSA) of pNPA, pNPP, pNPB, pNPV and pNPC to the active sites of 

HCAII and the variants V121A, V143A and V121A/V143A, using the automated 
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docking software Autodock 3.0.[105-107] The ligand molecules for the docking 

calculations were designed with the ester bond replaced by a phosphonate group, 

a transition state analogue that is frequently used experimentally to mimic the 

transition state for ester hydrolysis reaction.[108] 

In most cases, the strongest binders were docked with the phosphonate oxygen 

atoms close to the active site zinc ion, and the acyl chains pointing in the direction 

of the hydrophobic pocket, see figure 4.1. In this figure, different binding modes of 

the enzyme variants for pNPVTSA can be seen. Possibly, the low activities of HCAII 

and V121A for pNPV (see table 4.1) results from the sterically restricted binding 

conformations of pNPV that are observed. For these variants, the acyl chain is 

bent, while pNPVTSA is allowed to dock with a more elongated acyl chain in 

V143A and V121A/V143A.  

 

Figure 4.1: Representative 
docked pNPVTSA molecules, 
resulting from automated 
docking to HCAIIwt, V121A, 
V143A and V121A/V143A, 
superpositioned in the active 
site of wild type HCAII. The 
active site zinc atom is shown 
in yellow. Black labels 
indicate which variant was 
used for docking. The green 
spheres indicate the free 
volume created when the 
indicated valines are mutated 
into alanines. 

 

It is expected that good binding of transition state analogues are found for 

substrates that are hydrolyzed efficiently, i.e. that the fraction of productively 

bound TSA molecules correlates with the values of kcat/KM in table 4.1. Such 

correlations can indeed be observed. For each substrate, the enzyme variant with 

the highest efficiency in table 4.1 has the largest fraction of productively docked 

TSA in table 4.3. For pNPB, pNPV and pNPC, ranking of the enzymes based on 
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kcat/KM values yields the same result as ranking based on fractions of docked 

TSAs. Also, all enzymes except V121A have the largest fraction of productively 

docked TSAs for the substrate that is hydrolyzed most efficiently. Interestingly, the 

values in table 4.3 qualitatively predict the behavior of the specificity profile for 

both V143A and V121A/V143A (see figure 4.2), with only minor exceptions. 

 

Table 4.3: Fraction of Transition State Analogues (TSAs) with productive interactions a 

Mutant pNPATSA pNPPTSA pNPBTSA pNPVTSA pNPCTSA 

HCAIIwt 65 64 47 18 8 

V121A 58 61 45 26 16 

V143A 44 69 64 66 31 

V121A/V143A 42 58 60 71 46 

a The number of docked TSAs of 100 for which at least one of the two phosphonate 
oxygens is positioned close to the zinc ion and the acyl chain points in the general 
direction of the hydrophobic pocket. 

Figure 4.2: Ratios of kcat/KM values of ester substrates for V143A and V121A/V143A. For 
each substrate, the ratio between the kcat/KM for that substrate and pNPA is shown. 
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4.4 Engineering HCAII for activity with benzoate esters 

The results from engineering of the hydrophobic pocket, described above, 

indicate that docking of TSAs can be used to evaluate suitable mutations to allow 

hydrolysis of a chosen substrate. Further, an expanded hydrophobic pocket was 

designed by mutation of Val-121 and Val-143 into alanine. In an extension of these 

results, the TSA-docking strategy was used to construct a HCAII variant capable of 

hydrolyzing a benzoate ester substrate. 

Benzoate esters are demanding substrates, because they have a bulky group 

close to the ester bond. Therefore, many commonly used hydrolases do not have 

appreciable activity with model benzoate substrates, e.g. para-nitrophenyl 

benzoate (pNPBenzo). Identification and development of lipase variants that can 

hydrolyze such bulky substrates as benzoate esters is performed by many 

groups.[20, 109, 110] Several esterases also have activity with benzoate esters, e.g. 

liver carboxylesterase from various animal sources.[111, 112] Other esterases are 

evaluated for applications such as mild and selective removal of protective groups 

in organic synthesis [113] and synthesis of benzoylated compounds.[114] Another 

possible application for benzoate esterases is for the treatment of cocaine 

overdoses. Cocaine inhibits the reuptake of dopamine in nerve terminals, which 

affects the brain reward systems and thereby causes the drug’s reinforcing 

effects.[115] Enzymatic removal of the active biological form of cocaine is 

attractive, because of the difficulties of using small molecule therapy to inhibit an 

inhibitor, and the large amounts of cocaine-specific antibodies required for 

immune based therapy.[116] An efficient enzyme could lower the level of cocaine 

rapidly, by hydrolyzing a benzoate ester bond, which inactivates the drug. Several 

groups investigate this possibility, using various cocaine hydrolyzing enzymes 

such as human butyrylcholinesterase,[117] catalytic antibodies [118] and a 

bacterial esterasase from a microorganism living in the soil under the coca 

shrub.[119] 
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4.4.1 Design of the variant V121A/V143A/T200A 

As a model benzoate ester substrate, para-nitrophenyl benzoate (pNPBenzo) 

was chosen. Cocaine was also included, to test the possibility of designing a HCAII 

variant for hydrolysis of a large ester substrate. (The structures of the substrates 

are shown on page 20.) Docking of TSAs for hydrolysis of these substrates, to 

HCAII and the variant V121A/V143A, indicated that the double mutant could 

accommodate both pNPBenzo and cocaine better than the wild type (see table 4.4). 

From the docked structures, it was seen that the side chain of Thr-200 might be a 

steric hinder for correct docking, by restricting the position of the alcohol moieties 

of the substrates. Therefore, a triple mutant was designed, in which the T200A 

mutation was incorporated. To evaluate if further enlargement of the hydrophobic 

pocket would allow better positioning of pNPBenzo or cocaine, the variant 

V121A/V143A/L198A/T200A was also selected after identification of a putative 

steric clash between the substrate and the leucine side chain at position 198. 

 

Table 4.4: Automated docking of TSAs for pNPBenzo and cocaine to HCAII variants. The 
number of successfully docked molecules of 100 are shown. 

 
HCAII V121A/V143A V121A/V143A/T200A 

V121A/V143A/ 

L198A/T200A 

pNPBenzo 1 20 46 39 

(-) cocaine 0 5 59 71 

 

4.4.2 Activity of V121A/V143A/T200A 

Kinetic measurements with the mutant V121A/V143A/T200A confirmed that it 

is capable of accommodating the bulky acyl part of benzoate esters, and 

hydrolyzed pNPBenzo with a modest activity (see table 4.5). By contrast, HCAII 

and the variant V121A/V143A did not display any activity.  

Table 4.5: Kinetic measurements with pNPBenzo. Values of kenz (M-1s-1) are shown. 
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 HCAII V121A/V143A V121A/V143A/T200A 
V121A/V143A/ 

L198A/T200A 

pNPBenzo n.d. n.d. 625 ± 38 ~ 60 

 

The V121A/V143A/ L198A/T200A mutant was obtained in low yield, and 

although a reaction rate above the background level could be observed, it was only 

possible to roughly estimate the catalytic rate constant. Interestingly, it appears 

that the docking results (table 4.4) correctly predict that V121A/V143A/T200A is 

the most active variant with pNPBenzo (table 4.5), indicating that the docking 

based design principle was successful. The kenz-value determined for 

V121A/V143A/T200A compares favorably with values reported for some natural 

esterases. Notably, the carbonic anhydrase variant is actually more efficient than 

the rabbit and human liver carboxylesterases (kcat/KM = 157 and 185 M-1s-1, 

respectively), while chicken liver carboxylesterase is much more efficient (1.5*108 

M-1s-1).  

V121A/V143A/T200A is also highly active with other substrates. From table 

4.6 it can be seen that for all substrates this variant is at least 3 times more efficient 

than the most efficient parent mutant. In the case of pNPA, it is 50 times more 

efficient than HCAII, with a kcat/KM value that is the largest so far reported for 

ester hydrolysis by any carbonic anhydrase variant.  

Table 4.6: Values of kcat/KM for V121A/V143A/T200A and the most efficient parent 
variant. 

 V121A/V143A/T200A Most efficient parent 

pNPA 101670 (± 4830) 2080 (± 60)     HCAII 

pNPP 43710 (± 1860) 13890 (± 530) V143A 

pNPB 29240 (± 1630) 2790 (± 180)   V121A/V143A 

pNPV 46310 (± 370) 13740 (± 560) V121A/V143A 

pNPC 55450 (± 1100) 2370 (± 270)   V121A/V143A/L198A/T200A 
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Attempts were made to determine KM values for the reaction of 

V121A/V143A/T200A with pNPB, pNPV and pNPC, but due to the low solubility 

of these substrates no values could be determined. As mentioned in chapter 4.3.3, 

the high activities of V121A/V143A with pNPB and pNPV were in part caused by 

increased substrate binding, and KM values could be determined. It thus appears 

that the T200A mutation resulted in lowered affinity and increased efficiency 

simultaneously, indicating that a proportion of the available binding energy is 

used to stabilize the transition state, rather than the enzyme-substrate complex. 

Interestingly, the variant V121A/V143A/L198A/T200A is less active with pNPC 

than V121A/V143A/T200A, and it has a measurable affinity (KM = 0.18 mM (± 

0.12)) for this substrate. Apparently, the side chain of Leu-198 is involved in the 

transition state binding in V121A/V143A/T200A, and removal of it allows strong 

substrate binding but less strong transition state binding. The role of Leu-198 in 

selective transition state stabilization should be further examined. 

In addition, cocaine was tested as a substrate for V121A/V143A/T200A and 

V121A/V143A/L198A/T200A. As a control, HCAII was also included in the 

experiment. No enzymatic hydrolysis could be observed for any of the variants. 

Possibly, this is because the benzoate ester bond in the cocaine molecule is 

expected to be more stable than the activated esters at physiological pH. The pKa 

value of the ecgonine alcohol group of cocaine is around 14.[120] As the pKa of the 

nitrophenyl alcohol group is 7.2, the expulsion of this leaving group can not be 

acid catalyzed at higher pH,[65, 121] while it might be necessary to have a 

component capable of general acid catalysis for expulsion of the cocaine alcohol 

group at the pH values used. Alternatively, it is possible that dynamic 

reorganization in the active site is restricted for cocaine, because of its large size, 

and it might therefore be unable to find an optimal position for catalysis.  
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5. Design of a His-based catalytic site in HCAII (paper III) 

 

 

5.1 Histidine based catalysis of ester hydrolysis in proteins 

As described in chapter 4 of this thesis, the natural active site of HCAII can 

catalyze the hydrolysis of esters, based on a nucleophilic hydroxide ion bound to a 

zinc ion. For industrial purposes, the most commonly used enzymes for ester 

hydrolysis belong to the protease, lipase and carboxylesterase families of 

enzymes.[54] For many of these enzymes, the active site contains a so-called 

catalytic triad. In the reaction, a nucleophilic residue attacks the ester bond, while 

the other two residues contribute general acid/base catalysis. 

In recent years, histidine residues have been used to achieve catalytic activity. 

Baltzer and coworkers have constructed a catalytic site on a helix-loop-helix 

polypeptide scaffold, which is composed of two histidine residues.[68] Ester 

hydrolysis is achieved by cooperative catalysis, in which one of the histidine 

residues functions as a nucleophile, while the other residue contributes general 

acid-catalysis. The histidine residues are positioned in a (i, i+4) configuration on 

the surface of one of the α-helices in the helix-loop-helix construct, placing them 

spatially close to each other with the side chains directed in the same orientation. 

In another study, an active site with a histidine and a lysine residue was 

constructed on the surface of a polypeptide. The polypeptide becomes ordered 

into a helical conformation when it adsorbs to a silica nanoparticle. Thus, the His-

Lys pair is arranged in positions suitable for catalysis when the particles are added 

to the solution, allowing the catalytic activity to be controlled.[122]  
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Other groups have constructed active sites in which histidine residues are 

catalytically active exclusively as nucleophiles. An active site for nucleophilic 

catalysis by a histidine residue in an E. coli protein scaffold has been constructed 

using a computational method.[25] In a study of de novo designed proteins, based 

on binary patterning of polar and non-polar amino acids, it was found that some 

proteins that had not been selected or designed for catalysis, could nevertheless 

hydrolyze esters.[123]  

The side chain of histidine is a catalytically versatile group, capable of general 

acid/base catalysis as well as nucleophilic catalysis. The reason for this is the range 

of pKa values that it can have, which tend to be between 5 and 8 in proteins.[65] 

Thus, at physiological pH there is usually a significant proportion of both 

protonated and deprotonated species, allowing for a variety of catalytic 

mechanisms.  

 

5.2 Introducing “two-histidine” catalytic motifs into HCAII 

In chapter 4, the esterase activity of the natural active site of HCAII is used as a 

starting point, and the specificity of the reaction is changed dramatically by 

mutagenesis. Another design principle is to take a known ligand binding 

interaction as a starting point, and create an enzyme substrate system by 

introducing an activity into the system. We have done this, by designing a 

substrate, which binds with high affinity to HCAII, and using histidine residues 

positioned appropriately in the protein scaffold to allow hydrolysis of an ester 

bond in that substrate.  

 

5.2.1 Substrate design 

As mentioned in chapter 3, many molecules that contain a terminal 

sulfonamide group bind to HCAII with very low dissociation constants. For 

example, a KD of 14 nM is found for HCAII in complex with the inhibitor 

acetazolamide.[124] The binding mode of sulfonamide inhibitors have been 
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studied extensively. Crystal structures of HCAII in complex with various 

sulfonamide inhibitors with substituted benzene groups were used to guide the 

design of a new substrate.[125, 126] A comparison of the bound inhibitors revealed 

that the benzenesulfonamide part of the inhibitors was bound in a similar way for 

most of the inhibitor molecules. The similar binding modes indicate that a 

substrate molecule based on a benzenesulfonamide is likely to be bound in a 

relatively rigid way. A rigid binding mode increases the likelihood of achieving 

high substrate specificity in future applications, which is a desirable goal in 

enzyme engineering. However, if a lower affinity is desired (e.g. if kcat is increased 

so that substrate/product dissociation rates become rate limiting), KM can be 

increased by choosing a sulfonamide moiety with a lower affinity or engineering 

the enzyme. This should also increase the local mobility of the bound substrate, 

which might be advantageous in some applications. 

A substrate was constructed (see figure 5.1), containing a benzenesulfonamide 

moiety in one end. A linker consisting of a glycine amino acid residue was added, 

coupled via an ester bond to a para-nitrophenyl group. The substrate is called 

pNPSA, based on the para-nitrophenyl alcohol moiety, and the sulfonamide 

moiety. Using this linker, a close interaction between the scissile bond and the 

natural His-64 residue was allowed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Structure of the ester substrate pNPSA. Substrate binding is ensured by the 
benzenesulfonamide moiety, which is known to bind strongly to HCAII.  
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5.2.2 Creation and evaluation of “two-histidine” sites 

Suitable sites for introducing histidine residues in HCAII were identified, based 

on the crystal structure information for various benzenesulfonamide inhibitors in 

complex with HCAII[125, 126]. Three sites were chosen to allow formation of three 

pairs of histidine residues, in which the histidines were positioned close to each 

other. The positions chosen were Asn-62/His-64, Phe-131/Val-135 and Leu-

198/Pro-202. In the first pair, the natural histidine residue, His-64, is recruited to 

form a pair together with a histidine residue inserted in position 62. Because the 

substrate was designed to allow interaction with His-64, the double mutants 

F131H/V135H and L198H/P202H each contain three histidines at suitable 

positions. To indicate this, (H64) will in some cases be added to the name of 

variants in the discussion. Values of kcat for the hydrolysis of the substrate 

molecule pNPSA were measured at pH 5.3 and 6.7 for the various histidine 

mutants, and the results are shown in table 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1: Values of kcat for pNPSA hydrolysis by HCAII variants a 

 kcat (104*min-1) at pH 5.3 kcat (104*min-1) at pH 6.7 

HCAII (H64) 89 ± 7 39 ± 9 

N62H (H64) < 20 72 ± 7 

F131H (H64) 53 ± 5 52 ± 4 

V135H (H64) 37 ± 6 < 20 

F131H/V135H (H64) 66 ± 6 119 ± 18 

L198H (H64) 9 ± 2 30 ± 3 

P202H (H64) < 10 39 ± 4 

L198H/P202H (H64) 13 ± 4 32 ± 5 

a Values of kcat were determined from the initial reaction rates, based on v0 = 
kcat*[E]. The values are given with a 95 % confidence interval. For low activity 
variants, the activity is reported as less than the kcat that would give a reaction rate 
five times higher than background. 
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The wild type is active at both pH values, and a control measurement with the 

variant H64A at pH 6.7 did not show activity, confirming that His-64 is capable of 

catalyzing the reaction. The two-histidine site N62H/(H64) is less active than 

HCAII (H64) at pH 5.3, but more active at pH 6.7, indicating that they constitute a 

functional two-histidine pair. The site composed of histidine residues in positions 

131 and 135 is the most active, and the kcat for this variant at pH 6.7 is the highest 

rate in table 5.1. The site composed of positions 198 and 202, on the other hand, 

apparently does not support catalysis. At pH 5.3, the activity is lower than HCAII 

(H64), and at pH 6.7 it is similar to HCAII (H64). This activity might well be 

caused by the histidine residue in position 64. The results indicate that there are no 

beneficial interactions between histidine residues in different histidine pairs, 

because single mutants (which also contain H64) are generally less active than 

HCAII (H64). 

In figure 5.2, the pH dependences of kcat are shown for HCAII (H64) and the 

mutant F131H/V135H. A pKa value of 7.1 for deprotonation of the His-64 side 

chain has been determined by NMR.[127] At conditions with low salt 

concentrations, similar to the conditions used for the pNPSA hydrolysis 

measurements, a pKa value of 6.9 has been determined (B.H. Jonsson, personal 

communication).  

 

 

 
 
Figure 5.2: pH dependence 
of log kcat for hydrolysis of 
pNPSA. The data for 
HCAII (H64) was fitted to 
a pKa of 6.9. For 
F131H/V135H, pKa values 
of 5.6 and 7.0 were 
obtained. 
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In the figure, a titration curve with pKa 6.9 has been fitted to the data for HCAII 

(H64). The trend in the data is in agreement with the theoretical curve, with values 

of kcat that declines as pH is increased. It seems reasonable to suggest that His-64 is 

capable of general acid-catalysis, although the limited pH-range does not allow 

accurate pKa determinations from the data. Further support for this statement 

comes from measurements with the isoenzyme HCAI at pH 5.3 and 6.5. For this 

enzyme, pKa of His-64 has been determined to 4.7.[128] No activity with pNPSA 

could be detected for HCAI, which is expected if His-64 acts as a general acid, 

because the low pKa means that a very small proportion of the enzyme molecules 

are in the reactive protonated state. 

 

5.2.3 Grafting a helix “two-histidine” catalytic motif into HCAII 

It is interesting to note that the F131H/V135H variant is the most active for 

pNPSA hydrolysis. These positions are situated in a helical portion of the HCAII 

active site cleft, in a (i, i+4) configuration. Thus, the creation of a two-histidine 

catalytic site in positions 131 and 135 represents a true grafting of the original two-

histidine catalytic motif from the helix-loop-helix construct described above into 

the HCAII scaffold.[68] 

From the pH-dependence of kcat for F131H/V135H (see figure 5.2), it can be 

seen that the activity has a maximum around pH 6, with lower values of kcat for 

higher and lower pH values. Fitting the data to the theoretical titration behavior of 

a doubly ionizing system, which is active in its monoprotonated form, yields pKa 

values of 5.6 and 7.0. Thus, the data support a mechanism based on cooperative 

catalysis with one histidine acting as a nucleophile, and the other acting as a 

general acid. However, expulsion of the para-nitrophenolate leaving group from 

the tetrahedral intermediate cannot be acid-catalyzed at pH values above its pKa, 

which is 7.2.[65, 121] Therefore, the pKa value for the general acid determined 

from our data should be seen as a lower limit for the true pKa. 

Benzenesulfonamide has been reported to bind with a KD of 0.2 µM to HCA II, 

and this value decreases when 4-substituents are added. For example, a molecule 
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with similar structure as pNPSA, but without the nitrophenyl group, was found to 

bind with a KD of 8 nM.[129] Because of the strong affinity between the substrate 

and HCAII, the enzyme is saturated with substrate at the conditions used for the 

measurements. The KM value can not be determined by varying the substrate 

concentration, since the sensitivity is too low to measure reaction rates at the very 

low substrate concentrations required. Instead, the KM was determined from 

measurements in the presence of the strong inhibitor acetazolamide, and found to 

be approximately 20 nM. Using this value, a maximum value for kcat/KM of 

around 14000 M-1s-1 at pH 5.9 can be calculated. This is equal to a rate 

enhancement of 104-105 over the reaction with the helix-loop-helix catalyst. 

Further, it means a rate enhancement of approximately 107 over the reaction 

catalyzed by the histidine mimic 4-methyl imidazole.[68, 121]   

 

5.2.4 Structural requirements for catalytic activity 

Appropriate pKa values for deprotonation of the histidine side chains are 

important for the catalytic activity, and the chemical environment can have large 

effects on this parameter. For example, a hydrophobic environment makes it 

energetically unfavorable to have an unpaired charge because of the lower 

dielectricity constant, and therefore the pKa value is depressed. The pKa values 

determined for F131H/V135H from the data in figure 5.2 indicate a difference of 

approximately 1.3 pH units. Interestingly, Val-135 is positioned in a hydrophobic 

part of the HCAII active site cavity, and is partly buried, while Phe-131 has a less 

hydrophobic environment and is accessible to solvent.[77] Thus, it seems 

reasonable to suggest that V135H has the lower pKa value, and act as nucleophile, 

while F131H has the higher pKa value and act as a general acid in the catalytic 

reaction.  

While the chemical surroundings of the histidine residues are important in both 

the helix-loop-helix catalyst [68] and in two-histidine mutants of HCAII, additional 

restraints on the position of the catalytic motif arise in HCAII because of the well 

defined substrate binding mode. As mentioned above, the benzenesulfonamide 
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part of the substrate tends to bind in a rigid manner, and the histidines must be 

appropriately positioned in relation to the substrate to allow productive catalytic 

interactions. To probe this issue, automated docking experiments were performed, 

in which the substrate molecule was docked to the three two-histidine variants 

N62H (H64), F131H/V135H and L198H/P202H (see figure 5.3).  

The results indicate that the scissile ester bond of pNPSA can come into close 

proximity (< 4 Å) of histidines in all positions except L198H (>5.5 Å). This might 

partly explain the low activity of the mutant L198H/P202H. Further, it was found 

that pNPSA is positioned so that the histidines in positions 198 and 202 are aligned 

along the length of the substrate. In the other two sites (62/64 and 131/135), the 

ester bond is positioned between the histidine side chains, resulting in more 

favorable positions for catalysis.  

We also note that a close distance between the histidine side chains is a 

requirement for cooperative catalysis. Only N62H (H64) and F131H/V135H 

display a distinctly increased activity compared to HCAII (H64). The introduced 

histidine residues in the single mutants apparently do not form functional two-

histidine catalytic units together with His-64, supporting the assumption that the 

side chains must be positioned close together to support cooperative catalysis. 
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Figure 5.3: The substrate pNPSA, docked to the HCAII mutants N62H (H64), 
F131H/V135H and L198H/P202H. The left panel shows the position of the indicated 
histidine residues and pNPSA in the active site cavity. The zinc ion is shown as a sphere at 
the bottom of the substate binding cleft. To the right, the relative positions of the histidine 
side chains and the pNPSA ester bond are shown, with the shortest distance between the 
histidine side chains and the carbonyl carbon indicated. (Red atoms = oxygen, grey = 
aliphatic carbon, purple = aromatic carbon, blue = nitrogen and yellow = phosphorous.) 
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6. Development of a plate screening assay (paper I, suppl) 

 

 

6.1 A method for screening HCAII variants for esterase activity 

Directed evolution and other random redesign methods require that a large 

amount of clones can be efficiently screened, so that variants with improved 

characteristics can be isolated. To allow selection of HCAII variants with altered 

properties, a plate screening method was developed, based on the catalytic 

hydrolysis of para-nitrophenyl esters. Similar assay methods have been described 

previously for other systems.[43, 44]  

Briefly, clones of the expression strain BL21(DE3) of E. coli, containing mutated 

HCAII variants, are grown in 96-well culture plates. Following induction of 

protein synthesis, the cells are gently lysed by repeated freeze-thawing and the cell 

debris is removed by centrifugation. The resulting enzyme-containing supernatant 

is transferred to a plate suitable for spectrophotometric measurements in a plate 

reader.   

The enzyme concentration might vary between different clones, thus making it 

difficult to compare rates. Therefore, multiple replicates of the measurement plate 

are prepared from each culture plate, so that for each clone the same enzyme 

concentration is used for all measurements. By normalizing measurements for 

each clone with a measurement on the same clone under some standard conditions 

(see section 6.2), different clones can be compared to each other. 

The detection limit for the assay was determined, and it was found that it was 

possible to detect enzyme activity corresponding to around 0.05 µM of wild type 

HCAII using pNPA as substrate. Results from measurements on wild type HCAII, 
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produced as described above, indicated that enzyme concentrations of 

approximately 0.1 µM could be obtained in the wells in the plate. Thus, the assay is 

useful for finding variants with increased catalytic activities. 

 

6.2 Screening for altered specificity 

As described in chapter 4.3.1, a panel of HCAII mutants with various residues 

mutated into alanine was screened using the plate assay. Measurements with 

pNPA were used as a standard, and for each clone the rates of hydrolysis for other 

substrates were normalized against the pNPA rate. In this way altered specificities 

could be separated from the effects of varying enzyme concentrations and levels of 

esterase activities.  

 

6.3 Screening for improved stability 

The plate screening assay can also be used to probe the effect of a mutation on 

stability. Destabilized proteins are generally more sensitive to temperature. 

Measurements of the esterase activity for a clone with and without heat treatment 

yields information about the stability of the enzyme variant. The principle was 

tested on purified enzyme solutions of HCAII and the variants F131H, L198H, 

P202H and L198H/P202H. Enzyme solutions were subjected to 50 °C for 15 

minutes, and measurements of pNPA hydrolysis were performed on heat treated 

and untreated samples. It was found that P202H and L198H/P202H were 40 % 

inactivated, indicating a slight destabilization. The effect of the heat treatment was 

negligible on the other enzyme variants.  

Pro-202 is a conserved residue,[75] and several HCAII variants with mutation 

in this residue are destabilized compared to wild type HCAII.[102, 130] 

Apparently, the plate screening method can be used for detecting altered stability. 
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7. Carbonic anhydrase from P. falciparum (PfCA) (paper IV) 

 

 

7.1 Malaria 

Malaria is a disease that affects millions of people each year. Because it has its 

largest impact on poor countries where the health sector infrastructure is weak (90 

% of the deadly cases are believed to occur in Africa south of Sahara [131]), it is 

difficult to measure the incidence and impact of malaria. However, it has been 

estimated that in 2002 as many as 500 million people were affected globally,[132] 

and it is believed that approximately 1 million individuals die each year, most of 

which are children.[133]  

The disease is caused by infection with protozoan parasites of the Plasmodium 

genus. Four species affect humans, with P. falciparum and P. vivax as the most 

common. P. falciparum is the most virulent, and causes most of the severe cases of 

malaria in human. The parasite’s life cycle is divided in two main parts, a sexual 

phase in the gut of a mosquito of the Anopheles genus, which is the main vector for 

malaria transmission, and an asexual phase in the human body. A malaria 

infection cycle begins when an infected mosquito takes a blood meal, and parasites 

are injected into the blood stream. Parasites then invade cells in the liver and start 

to divide. As parasites are liberated from the liver, they invade red blood cells 

(RBCs), in which they grow and divide until the RBC bursts. This stage is the cause 

of the clinical symptoms of malaria.[134] 

Development of new drugs for malaria treatment is important, because 

widespread resistance has decreased the usefulness of some of the most common 

and affordable antimalarial drugs, such as chloroquine.[135] An important step 
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towards development of new therapies is the identification of potential drug 

targets. The P. falciparum genome sequence is now available, which should 

facilitate these efforts.[136] 

 

7.2 P. falciparum carbonic anhydrase 

A gene for a protein homologous to α-CAs from various organisms has been 

identified in the P. falciparum genome, and also in the species P. yoleii.[137] More 

sequences have been elucidated, and highly homologous sequences can be found 

in other Plasmodium species, e.g. P. berghei and P. chabaudi. The malaria parasite is 

dependent on a supply of HCO3-, as this molecule is required for biosynthesis of 

pyrimidines. It is believed that carbonic anhydrase meet this need, and therefore 

this enzyme is a potential target for new antimalarial drugs. The presence of active 

carbonic anhydrase in P. falciparum has been demonstrated, and the parasite is 

sensitive to the specific carbonic anhydrase inhibitor acetazolamide.[138] A 

putative carbonic anhydrase has reportedly been purified from P. falciparum and 

partly characterized.[139] Other accounts report that the gene for P. falciparum 

carbonic anhydrase (PfCA) has been cloned and subsequently expressed in E. coli, 

yielding an enzyme with similar characteristics as the purified enzyme.[137, 140] 

However, data on the characterization is very limited in these reports. For 

example, it has not been established that the enzyme has CO2 hydration activity, 

which is necessary to unambiguously identify it as a functional carbonic 

anhydrase.  

As the identified gene encodes a protein that is homologous to CAs, it can be 

anticipated that it will have similar structure as confirmed CAs. Therefore, a 

threading was performed, in which the amino acid sequence of PfCA is 

superpositioned on a crystal structure template. The structure of Neisseria 

gonorrhoeae CA (NgCA) was used, since this enzyme has a similar length (226 

residues) as PfCA (235 residues).[141]  
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PfCA     --MKDLKERELKNISDVYLNLFDDDNYAWNNYNKPWMKGDFFYYYEYFIKKIVINRQNNI 58 
NgCA     HGNHTHWGYTGHDSPESWGNLSEEFRLCSTGKNQSPVN--ITETVSGKLPAIKVNYKPSM 58 
            :       :: .: : ** :: . . .. *:. ::  :    .  :  * :* : .: 
 

PfCA     FQIKAARDGIIP---FGVLFTTEQPAMFYADQIHFHAPSEHTFQGSGNRREIEMQIFHST 115 
NgCA     VDVENNGHTIQVNYPEGGNTLTVNGRTYTLKQFHFHVPSENQIKG---------RTFPME 109 
         .:::   . *      *    * :   :  .*:***.***: ::*         : *    
                                                      -----RTFPMEAHFV 
                                                                  * 
 

PfCA     NYFYDIQDDKSKYKKKYGLHIYNNLKKNSKETSKKDSSRYHSYLMSFLMNSLSNEQLQNK 175 
NgCA     AHFVHLDENK---QPLVLAVLYEAGKTNGRLSSIWNVMPMTAGKVKLNQPFDASTLLP-- 164 
          :* .::::*   :      :*:  *.*.: :*  :     :  :.:     :.  *    
         HLDENK------- 
         .   . 
 

PfCA     YNKKKRIKKMKNQYEVISITFTSAEINASTINAFKKLPSEKFLRTIINVSSAVHVGSGNK 235 
NgCA     --KRLKYYRFAGSLTTPPCTEGVSWLVLKTYDHIDQAQAEKFTRAVGSENNRPVQPLNAR 222 
           *: :  :: ..  . . *   : :  .* : :.:  :*** *:: . ..      . : 
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Figure 7.1: Sequence alignment between PfCA and NgCA. Zinc binding histidine residues 
are marked. The shaded sequence was manually aligned to allow a third histidine zinc 
ligand in PfCA. The alignment was performed using CLUSTAL W,[142] and the 
sequences were retrieved from NCBI. Symbols denote identical residues for all sequences 
(*), conservative substitutions (:) and semi-conservative substitutions (.), respectively. 

 

In the threading, residues of the two enzymes were superpositioned, based on a 

sequence alignment between the enzymes (see figure 7.1). A part of the PfCA 

sequence, situated between two gaps in the alignment, was manually realigned 

with NgCA, to allow a histidine residue in PfCA to participate in the formation of 

a three-histidine zinc binding site which is present in most α-CAs. From figure 7.2, 

it can be seen that PfCA is compatible with an α-CA fold, and the gaps in the 

alignment are mainly positioned on turns, giving rise to loop structures in PfCA. 

Further, the central β-sheet structure is largely composed of alternating 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues, indicating that formation of a large 

hydrophobic cluster below the β-sheet (similar to other carbonic anhydrases) is 

possible. These observations support the idea that PfCA is an α-CA enzyme, but a 

conclusive statement must await structural studies and functional characterization. 
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Figure 7.2: The threaded structure of PfCA (dark line) superpositioned on the N. 
gonorrhoeae CA crystal structure (filled ribbon, pdb code 1kop[141]). Arrows indicate the 
two main gaps in the alignment (see figure 7.1). Three histidine residues in PfCA are 
shown, composing a putative zinc binding site. Threading calculations were performed 
using the software DeepView/Swiss pdb-viewer together with Swissmodel on Expasy 
(http://www.expasy.org/spdbv/).[143] 

 

7.3 Cloning and expression of PfCA 

The gene for the PfCA enzyme was cloned from genomic P. falciparum DNA by 

PCR, and introduced into a plasmid vector. The resulting construct has an N-

terminal His6-tag. Initial attempts to produce the enzyme failed, and therefore an 

expression strain with increased rare codon tRNA transcription was used. 

Production of the enzyme in this strain resulted in a high yield of protein of the 

appropriate size. However, the product was not soluble. The inclusion bodies were 

dissolved in urea, and the protein was purified by affinity chromatography using 

an IMAC column loaded with Ni. Initial attempts to refold the protein were not 

successful. 
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Problems with production of P. falciparum proteins in E. coli are common, and 

several factors are involved. The malaria parasite has a very different codon usage 

profile compared to E. coli, and therefore cloned P. falciparum genes contain high 

levels of codons for which tRNA is scarce in E. coli.[144] Other factors that 

correlate with low yield and insoluble product are highly basic pI values for the 

protein and high percentage of AT in the gene with long continuous stretches of 

these bases.[145] The gene for PfCA is problematic in all of these senses, i.e. it has a 

high AT% (76.5) with long stretches of A or T (the longest stretch is 10 consecutive 

bases), and the gene product has a high pI (calculated to be 9.55). While the codon 

usage problem is solved by using an expression strain of E. coli that is designed to 

allow expression of rare codons, the physical properties of the protein are more 

challenging. Further study is required to evaluate the potential for refolding of 

PfCA. 
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